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Lockwood Inaugural Urges
More Flexibility 9 Creativity
Trinity-Vassar
Plan Exchange
Next Semester
"Well, a century-long era of
Old-world monasticism and New
England Puritanism has come toan
end at Trinity." This is how Chairman of the Department of Religion
E. LaBeaume Chefbonnier described the" immediate significance
of President Lockwood's announcement of the Vassar-Trinity
Exchange Program.
Lockwood's statement on coeducation came one day after the
TRIPOD published a poll showing
that 76% of the student body were in
. favor of co-education at the College.
The,decision to initiate theVas>» sar Exchange Program during the
second semester was made by the
Sparc! of Trustees at a meeting
Friday .night.' The" Trustees also
decWed to appoint a commission
to study the feasibility of co-education at the College.
: The College expects to exchange
about 25 undergraduates with
Vassar, but the exact procedures have not yet been determined. An administration source
stated that the attractivness of
. Vassar'£ sociology
department
might inspire Trinity students to
volunteer for the program.
The Administration's arguments
for co-education were contained'in
• a report written by Dean Robert W.
F-ullet-._. and submitted to the
Trustee? early in the month.
'••' The Administration contended
that; educational, social and financial considerations provided
• ample evidence that co- education
*• would benefit greatly the College.
The report pointed out that the
overwhelming majority of high
school graduates prefer to attend
a co-educational college or university. According to the report,
"there is a compelling, institutionally selfish reason for considering co-education: fewer and
fewer high school students are interested in attending- single-sex
colleges. The Princeton
study
reveals that only three percent
(Continued on Page 7)

Career Program
Conferences to
Start October 21
The 1968-1969 Career Conference Program will open Monday, October 21 with a meeting
at 8; 15 p.m. in Wean Lounge
entitled
"Graduate Business
School Education Today." The
speaker will be the Dean of Admissions at the Stanford Graduate
School of Business, * Mr. William
C. Hannemann.
: •
The Career Conference Program is a series of 5 meetings
open, to all students at which representatives of graduate schools and
business leaders discuss their
fields
and • answer
student
questions.
.
The ^Business School program
will be moderated by Larry H.
Whippie .'69... On Monday, November 4, the second of the series
will Be held.on Law School Education
with Dean Jefferson
Fordham of the University of
Pennsylvania Law School,

Under uncertain skies and before 2,000 guests, President Theodore
Davidge Lockwood announced Saturday that the Trustees have
"unanimously agreed to begin immediately a study of the feasibility of
co-education at Trinity and have approved an exchange of students
with Vassar College during the second semester of this academic year."
The statement on co-education, which came near the end of the
President's Inaugural Address, highlighted the ceremonies that marked
the official installment of Lockwood as the fifteenth President of the
145 year-old College.
In his 35 minute address, Lockwood defined the commitment that
the College must make to 'communities beyond the campus, and stated
the obligation of the College to "experiment vigorously both inside and
outside the , formal curriculum to arrive at a truly creative learning
experience."
The President also affirmed the intention of the College "to discover
new means by which students,, faculty and administration may
cooperate responsibly in planning the future of this particularcommunity."
"The integrity of a college, " claimed Lockwood, "depends at least
in part upon maintaining the validity of values, both intellectual and
moral, for only in such an environment can the individual begin that
arduous task of testing his beliefs, undistorted by either too premature
a commitment or too complacent a reliance upon objectivity."
Urging creativity in academic
planning" he noted that "there are
no grounds for assuming that
faculty cannot conceive of the
college curriculum as a totality.
No particular set of requirements — or the casual abandonment of requirements -- will assure a college of responding efThe Senate Judicial Committee
lecttvely- t<rnew-is0uesrt>at~siirely~ - Sunday, nigh^issueii its final state, flexibility of planning must be ment recommerrQtng^that-tha_Ee=_
possible at a rate and on a scale port of the Commission on Judiwe have not practiced heretofore." cial Procedures be rejected.
The Senate was unable to act
" General cultivation of the mind"
on the Committee's findings or to
is no longer an acceptable objective of a college education, stated call an all-College meeting on the
the 44 year-old President. "Trinity Commission report because it did
not have a quorum present.
(Continued on Page 4)

President Theodore D. Lockwood

Senate Committee Rejects Judicial
'Report; ACC Withdraws Opposition

TRIPOD Staff Delegates
Chairmanship to Osier
TRIPOD
Chairman A. Rand
Gordon '69 was succeeded by John
P. Osier '70 in the paper's annual elections Sunday night. The
staff also voted at that time to
consider limiting editorial terms
of office to one sf1 •'iter.

to the point at which twice weekly
publication and smooth transition
between editorial boards would not
be a problem." the retiring chairman concluded.

Wlnkler remarked that contrary
to past years, staff loses in this
Re-elected
...iitors were election were extremely light, and
that the TRIPOD would "encounter
Kenneth P,
.r '71 and David no obstacles" in maintaining twice
W. Green
Koy A. Wentz '71 weekly publication.
succeede Richmond S. Hendee'69
as Sportj Editor, William J. RbssElected to the staff were fresher '71 succeeded Frederick B. Rose Timothy H. Moran, Tim N.
'70 to the position'of photography Wallach, Michael McVoy, James
editor.
M. Hall, Jr., Richard B. Klibaner, David S. Rosenthal, John F.
Also
re-elected were: Arts Bahrenburg, Peter M. Wheelright,
Editor Warren Kalbacker' 71, Con- Robert J, Arceci, Compton C. Madtributing Editors Alan L. March- dux, James G. Hanley, Vaughn
isottp '71, and Steven H. Keeney P. M. Keith, Everett L. Minard,
'71; Feature Editor David Sarashon Rocco J. Maffei, Timothy K, Smith,
;71; Assistant. Feature Editor Harry M. Fried, Hale L. AnderMichael E. Trigg '71.
son, Stephen R, Foley, Alexander
S. MacDonald, Paul M. Sachner,
:•.
Elected to head the Business and Michael R. Gilboy.
Board was Thomas Zarchy '69.
Zarchy was formerly advertising
Thomas M. Weiner' 71, Randolph
manager, post now assumed by "J. Friedman '70, James S. PetAlan'.L. Meldelson '69. R. • T. ersen '70, Daniel J. Reilert '70,
Thomson '71 was re-elected cir- Charles E. Shouse '71, William
culation Manager.
J. O'Reilly, J r . '71, Dean C. Walker '70, Steve Chernaik, '71, Peter
"Consideration of shorter terms w. Devine '71, Alex W. Kennedy
of office," Gordon explained, "is ."71, Michael S. Sample '69, Gerald
due to the increased pressures of A. Hatch '69, Frederick B. Rose
academic work and twice-weekly '70, DeWitt D. Barlow.'69, J.
publication."
Nicholas Hayes '69, William D.
Elliot '69, and William Collier
"My goal upon election was to Foureman '71 also received staff
see the staff of the paper evolve appointments.

Objecting to section XIII on "The
Role of the Trustees," the Comrnjltee's report^decIarediJlWhile
we do not demand" a statimenroT
Trustee non-intervention, we will
not affirm a statement of that intervention." "The distinction is
crucial," the report concluded.
The report went on to recommend six amendments to the proposed judicial system, including
the establishment of a 3-member
appeal board. Appeals, the Senate committee declared, should be
initiated only if "evidence of severe procedural difficulties is uncovered." The decisions of the Judicial board, Cue report recommended, should be "final, subject
only to an appeal by the defendants.
Also on Sunday, the Alliance
for a College Community (ACC)
" reluctantly reversed its ppsition urging rejection of the Report."
Describing its reversal as a
"strategic retreat designed to
achieve long range objectives; the
ACC argued that acceptance of the
Report would further the longrange goal of creating a true College community. Acceptance, the
Alliance claimed, would : (a)
strengthen Dr. Lockwood and thus
weaken the Trustees, (b) strengthen the Trinity College Council,
(c) strengthen the Influence of the
student body.
In the informal discussion that
followed the Judicial Committee's
presentation, Senators
James
MacCiaugherty '70 and James
Graves '71. argued against the
Committee's, recommendations.
They claimed that rejection of the
Commission Report would jeopardize the College's efforts to go coed and perhaps prevent Trustee
acceptance of the new College Cur-

BLOOD DRIVE
Sign up today at Mather
Hall front desk between
11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

riculum which will be released in
the coming weeks.
The Trustees, they claimed,
nave Been . misfrustluTof student
efforts to assume responsibility
for College "decision-making. They
held that the College's recent :
moves in the direction of co-education and curricular reform could
be thwarted by the Trustees if their
mistrust of students increased in
the coming weeks.
Terming the report sloppy and
hurried,
Commission member
MacCiaugherty, a member of the
Commission
recommended ac- :
ceptance on the basis of the amendment procedures about to be adopted by the Trinity College Council.
MacCiaugherty said that report,
deficiencies were primarily in
procedural hang-ups which could ,
easily be remedied by amendment.
MacCiaugherty criticized the
Commission for two "oversights"
which he said detracted from its
own integrity. The Report failed
to mention that two of the three
student representatives on the
Commission were not. present at
the final vote. The Report also
failed to make clear "the distinction between Mr, Pippin's negative :
vote on the report and his vote for
adoption of the report, aprocedur- ,
al action necessary to get the xe-,
port out 'Of committee." Pippin
was the only student Commission;v
member present at the vote. - ,'
Senator Stuart W. Mason '71 •
also recommended that the Commission Report be passed by the :
student body. He discounted student fears of Trustee intervention,
citing the responsibility assigned
to the President of the College
by the Report. Mason said he believed that the Trustee's prime;.
desire was to remain outside the
daily workings of the College:
According to Mason, who is a
member of the trinity College
Council, student protection under :
the; proposed system hinges entirely on President Lockwood. K
the Trustee's intervene, he co»r
tinued, it will mean that the P r e s ident isn't doing his job. The
Trustees purposely chose a strong
President in Lockwood to avoid
this possibility, Mason said.
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'The Seagull: Poignant Tale
Captures Stagnating Russia
by William J. O'Reilly

Scene from "The Seagull"

Of all creatures in nature man
is the most concerned with selfpreservation. So fearful is he of
that which remains unknown to him
that he will often hood-wink himself into seeking a plan of living
which, though seeming less treacherous than the more natural plan,
actually involves more misery,
more frustration, and literally,
more heartache than the more natural plan. Such is the life of the
Russian Aristocrat of the late nineteenth century which reeks of fear,
and stagnancy, and frustration,
portrayed by Chekhov's "The Seagull", now being presented by the
Hartford Stage Company,
Should one feel only hesitation
at the prospect of seeing this production on the basis of some natural aversion to long and cumbersome Russian names I suggest he
dismiss his fears. For "The Seagull", unlike many of Chekhov's
dramatic pieces, cannot t>e classified as dry or bland, as it is the
habit of so many American theatre
non-combatants. In fact, "The
Seagull" presents a most accur-

Frumunda

of a frustrated youth in Russia.
Stifled by the magnificent past of
his mother the Actress, he tries
in vain to become a..noteworthy
writer such that he -might-depict
life "not as it. should be,.",,,but
rather as it seems to him.-With
nobody to exhort, his .writing pursuits, not even Nina, his one chosen love, he strikes out. blindly
with his pen, searching, seeking"
endlessly for a certain uniqueness'
of style that will win for him a purpose in life. His literacy endeavors
parallel, as I see it, the idealized
pursuits of all Youth. Yet in,chief j
desire to avoid sliding miserably ;:
into the socio-economic-gropye.-of ,
his wasting , contemporaries he ':
chooses death. Indeed he does succeed in circumventing the,iiigly :
ritual of the Russian-Arlstpcrasy.^r
but only, through death,, can-he sj
achieve this success. :..- .:• .;.::,: V
Anne Meacham .portrays"''the \
unctuous menopausaractress'^in
"The Seagull" with :'• varying degrees of aplomb ranging' f row the
superb to the more mediocre'.'the ;
overpowering flamboyance 'Which :
the personnage "Irifia". demands
never does let up/ and' to this I ;
offer Miss Meacham -many'thanks.. ( !
Inconsistency in playing'such':; a">!^
demanding role invariably••lieSds .^
to disaster, for losing the t r a i n ^ 1
-of-belief-Jn-the- presentation ...o^ a -A
semi-caricaturic role such as this !•,
does in fact lead to caricature I
which,.is an obvious undestratoilwy '•'
is their sincerity in whatever^thef ••ia-Jin^ serious ' " J - - . - - . —
undertake, and their willingness to
take on recognised musical forms,
spmetimes-active-somefitting their individual styles to her
these forms, rather, than pre- tinles-forgetful-'aisplay t>F'f|pial
tending that they are all-powerful performance..' All considerations
enough to dictate new standards weighed, however, her perfor- 1
of style. They have always showed mance did demand some merit.'
My greatest enjoyment of the
immense respect for-the good in
the old, and have consequently re- evening occurred about midway
mained fresh and engaging. They through the second, scene of Act
are one of the few sets who can One when Anthony. Heald,••--as
"drown" the listener with their Konstantin, shown forth in superbly professional:Sfcyle^-lMs porsound, even at low volume.
Now, only McGuinn and Chris trayal, as: Miss" MeachanV'S • son
Hillman, the bassist and song- of twenty-;five.;y^arrids aodeiiftffiai
writer, are left of the original utagr one;r:whic:h;:2becattse> ",'of' ^ts
•
semi-earioaturiei;
'
h
'
a
tfepfeW
i%"£in
five. "The Incredible Shrinking
Band" has had'many who have tried ,calls- fQjoainfaiitog.ipj'jeoisfah-' and
to make it (Steve Stills is-one).
But the original members have no ter type.: is;:: wjtftf owe-might'oas- 4
peers at their art. They are already ually,:;rlabel:.tha-t-of ther'.fiiusfcr&ted-^
poet, or, of the.ar.tistic:agony;;t>r \
part of the folk-tradition.
"V
The few good groups about now perhaps should one-beinbliriedito
1
have made it through either blues relate his condition to that of the
or their own material and sounds. Romantic French philosophers you
No one has dared, save the Byrds might say that he suffers:his own
and Buffalo Springfield, tackle the Personal "MAL DU SIECLE." His
vast jungle of hope, pain" love, approach, as I have aiready,Wnted,
hate and idealism knowir" as is fresh and revolutionary; ancHf
American folk music. The Byrds vivacity of performance is any"
did ,so in spirit. Their unparalled gauge of professional skill , this •
striking'po- ""'
success makes the slow dissolution young man possesses
"- :
" '.;•• ;:•';...;"
i
so regrettable. Byrds music hits tehtial.
the heart, because it cme thence,
As Nina Zaretchnaya, lipiiise
the heart, because it came thence. Shaffer
portrayed konstantin/s
They .will ba remembered for a bovhood sweetheart who^b egufled
long, long time,
(Continued.on Page 6).:;,;,;.....

ate portrayal of a living though
depressing situation by merit of
the close interlocking of theme
and characterization. Names of
characters are almost irrelevant
here, since they are identified by
both the themes they represent
and their dramatic interplay with
the other characters.
The play encompasses a myriad
of dramatic figures, from the established eccentric writer, to the
criisty-yellow actress of a bygone
era, to the young revolutionary
poetic type. Regardless, however,
of occupational bearing upon the
story, each shares in the thoroughly disconcerting waste of human life, as all of their Russian
aristocratic contemporaries were
inclined. As Masha, the solitary
black-veiled housemaid describes
herself, they are in constant
mourning for their lives. Beautiful yet gaudy and superfluous are
their leisurely existences; but only
of as much comparative value as
the rhinestone to the diamond.
Anthony Heald, as Konstantin
Tre.plev transmitted cold shivers
of frightful understanding to me as
he masterfully performed the role

The Incredible Shrinking Band
by ,D.J. Reilert
THE BYRDS were formed by
Terry Melcher of CBS in 1965. He
took five noted folk and rock &
roll people, and tried
molding
them into a group. The result:
the most Important and consistent
white group (along with the
Rascals) in America. Jim Mc. Guinn, .who had been banjo player
wan tne unau MitcneO trio, Became
the leader; and the Byrds began
the folk-rock thing,
They are incredibly important
because folk and country music has
come to . rock through them (and
later, Buffalo Springfield). They
;. single-handedly widened the mainstream of rock three times: (folk,
acid, country). Their albums are
still the best-played in American
rock music, because they brough
the subtlety and detail of folk music
to electric instruments. And tlwy
sang beautifully.
MR, TAMBOURINE MAN (Columbia CS 9172) is one of those
"firsts". The title song was thf
first folk-rock hit. As well as other
traditional and Dylan songs, Gene
Clark's two classics (Here Without
You, I'll.Feel A Whole Lot Better)
.make the album a great. A. TURN
TURN TURN (CS 9254) has the first
traces of country in 'Satisfied
Mind', and 'Oh Susannah' (a poor
job). This title is beautiful, and is
graced by a few good originals
('It Won't Be Wrong1, 'The World
Turns All Around Her1). Somewhat
a sellout to cornmerciality, the
(9,3) FIFTH DIMENSION (CS9349)
saw Melcher gone, and a softer
sound come by producer Allen
Stanton. They stuck to the roots,
excelling .on 'Wild Mountain
Thyme' and 'John Riley, recorded
• What might be the best 'Hey Joe',
did a reverential 'J. Come and Stand
at Every Door' and two of their
hunting own, 'Eight Miles High' and
'What's Happening?'. 'Eight Miles
High' was the first popular drug,content song (although they wrote
it while in a plane above London, as
merely a' description of the view)
but the group was driven "underground." Public popularity declined after this song, and the
group seemed to more than take
it in stride,,by concentrating on
real interests for their next album,
YOUNGER THAN YESTERDAY.
THE FIRST "underground album by
a name group." (CS 9442). All but
one tract are their own. 'Thoughts
and Words' sounds like a Beatles
song. Perfect blend, a minor progression and dreamy singing make

it think and inviting. 'Mind Gardens' is, in my mind, the best
raga played by a U. S. group.
David Crosby's lyrics sail over us
by a brogue, teaching us a moral
about over-protection. Dylan's 'My
Book Pages' is excellently played,
as usual. 'The Girl With No Name'
is smooth, : comfortable,:: with
superb finger-picking by Jim and
David, 'So You Want To Be A,.
KOCK unu -non star' is already
famous, 'Have You Seen Her Face'
makes you want to smile for a year,
and 'Time Between' has a super
electric-country sole by McGuinn.
'Renaissance Fair', perhaps the
most intricately-picked song on
record, is a piece of awesome
beauty, and 'Everybody's Been
Burned' is exquisite. Its lyrics,
true as life, moan from a melancholy background of twelvestring jazz and folk patterns. "...I
know, all too well, howtoturn, how
to run, how to hide behind a fitter
wall of blue; but you die inside if
you choose to hide."
Of course, the public didn't buy
it. It was too good, too honest and
developed, without any candycoating. Rock people look at it as
a guidepost. I say it is the greatest American rock album ever
recorded. THE NOTORIOUS BYRD
BROTHERS (CS 9575) is psychedelic and extremely nice, The most

tasteful album of that sort made.
Produced by Gary Usher, who took
over after '5-D'. Just enough gimmickery, just enough tying oneself down to the proper roots.. Not
too arranged, amazingly arranged,
for the strain of doing much of the
album with only three (Gene Clark
and David Crosby were both gone)
'showed. But 'Goin' Back1 is on it,
and 'it is one of the prettiest
songs anywhere. They are looking
back at their life stories, trying
to make sense out of them, Mcguinn
was at the time becoming interested in an eastern religion.
His songs take on an "overall
view", of an organised world, purpose; and cool observance of the
shape of things, is the rule as in
'Draft Morning'. (A-) The latest
issue, SWEETHEART OF THE
RODEO, (CS 9670) was recorded
iri Nashville, with several giants
of country music helping out. It
is a country album, in and out,
with only two songs (including
'Nothing Was Delivered' by Dylan)
smelling of hard rock. The album
is alledgedly part of the Byrds'
new crusade to 'Tell the Truth
from now on out". It's the most
obvious return to roots so far, and,
in their tradition, it's the best
of all the country revival albums.
(A-)
What keeps the Byrds so good

CHburn's Rachmaninoff Opens Symphony
by Dean Walker

Columbus Day 1968 marked the
twenty-fifth Anniversary of the
Hartford
Symphony Orchestra.
Special features included a concentrated if shortened program
with pianist Van Clibttrn to perk
up ears and interest, and a postlude, a lavish Capital reception.
The Leonore Overture, number
3, by Beethoven began the evening.
Ostensibly a revised overture to
his only opera Fidelio, its primary theme,.1 representing the
heroine, never appears in the
opera, The overture is not really
part of Fidelio, However, in production it is often played before
the final triumphant scene. A more
involved statement of Florestan's
prison song occurs in the beginning, and there is the trumpet call
that can hark back to. the opera.
These details help, explain the
development of the work.but its
mood is importantly, different. It

is more intense and unified and
deserves to be considered by itself. Because voices and words
are not used Beethoven's fiery
idealism is heightened. Music Director Arthur Wlnograd's interpretation with its emphasis on
orchestral drama combined with
the increased technical aspects
to present musical ideals more
powerful than the humanistic
Romanticism of the opera, I was
surprised and pleased, here, by
the orchestra's sharp presentation.
'; • . ,
The Schumann Fourth Symphony
poses, problems. It is full of delightful, lyrical themes treated in
contrasting rhythmic patterns, the
sections sojnetimes juxtaposed
roughly. There is a kind of whimsy
and good natural yet elegant simplicity that is both disarming and
baffling. The composition reminded me of sons forms strangely

blown-up and disconcerting on an
orchestral level.
Schumann's
spirit is certainly present, but
I wonder if he didn't express himself more brilliantly and succinctly
in his piano work.
My difficulties with the 'music
were heightened by the performance. The strings-dominated
the orchestra and they may dominate Schumann. However, as in
the past, I have a residual impression that I'm not getting a totally
faithful performances the music.
It is easy to -write of the
Rachmaninoff Second Piano Concerto and. Van Cliburn's performance of it if you haven't heard
it. I had engaged in. such sophistry
before Saturday evening. Cliburn
has been playing the work fora
long time but not .without result.
His manner gives a clue to the
kind of perfection he aims for.
Without physical expression he

sits at the piano as his hands, and
feet play the piano, -Ocasionally
his head tilts back., in,,a; kind-'..of
revery without theatricality. The
head sometimes shakes a- yes or
no or something- else. He, did hot
seem to be playing for• us'-Saturday night so much as facing.music
he knows very well. ' .-••' - Cliburn's interpretation -' 'expressing all the familiar-voluptuous and elevated melodies'was
very much strengthened-by what
are too often forgotten harmonics.
The rhythms were distincti his
touch fresh. Winograd dida finejob
of searchingbeyondihe obvious and
expected especially;:in., the' third
movement where the orchestra repeats rhythmic play introduced -.by
the piano. There were few technical problems, but a l b u r n ' s spring
to congratulate Winograd at" the
end certainly expressed m y r e action; •••••••
•.: .: :.-• •..•;.-.••".-•..•:

"October'.
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Rfusic Series Begins With
Keeney Discloses
Woodwind Quintet Concert Turnover in CITE
by Steve Chernaik

With selections reflecting the
•greatest music composed for their
instruments in the eighteenth and
twentieth centuries, the internationally acclaimed Philadelphia
Woodwind Quintet will open the
College's second season of Chamber Music. Comprised of the first
desk players in the Philadelphia
"" ^Orchestra, the Quintet includes
' Murray Panitz, flute; JohndeLancie, oboe; Anthony Gigliotti, clarinet; Bernard Garfield, bassoon;
and Mason Jones, French Horn.
' Scheduled for October 20, at
•:2:30, -the Quintet's program will
'offer music by Hayden, Mozart,
•Francaix and Neilsen. The Hayden piece includes the famous "St.
Anthony Chorale," used by Brahms
* in his "Variations on a Theme by
• Hayden." The Mozart selection is
f one of his many Divertimento for
wind groups. Francaix is the only
,, living French musician, composing • in the Neo-Classieal style,
made popular by Stravinsky. Carl
Neilson's work— The Neilson
:Woodwin Quartet, written in the
twenties, about the time of his
: fifth symphony—though his only
attempt at this form, is one of the
'.: gr,ejatest:: examples of woodwind
..music
:

The Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet

This year's Chamber Music Series has been expanded from five to
six programs. Baird Hastings enthusiastically endorses the series
as "Chamber music at its superlative best." The first concert will
take place in the Goodwin Theater
of the Austin Arts Center,
The subsequent concerts" which
will also take place on Sunday
afternoons, will include Winifred

Roberts and Geraint Jones in a violin and harpsichord duo on November 24; Charles Bressler, atenor,
with the New York Chamber Soloists, on December 8; the Smetna
String Quartet from Prague, on
February 16; and the Lenox Quartet, on April 20. As a bonus for
subscribers, on March 9, Paul
Sylvester and Samuel Sanders will
perform in a program of modern
music for flute and piano.

*']Sensationally Distorts
Mip;'SanFrancisco
Extravaganza
by Charles Shouse

all of these capactities she was
unconvincing and her frequent appearances in the film's scenes did
not even give sturcture to the
story. She was just another girl
who didn't quite measure up to
the amorphous philosophy of leisure summed up by Haight inhabitants throughout the film.
As with Today's acting, "Revolution" did not succeed as a unit,
though it had a few worthwhile
moments and a solid stream of
music provided by "Country Joe
and the Fish," "Quicksilver Messenger Service," "The Steve Mil"Star" of "Revolution" was To- ler Ban," and "Mother Earth."
day Malone, whom director Jack As a documentary, "Revolution"
O'Connell followed throughout the showed only an incomplete exfilm. It was never made clear travaganza with the scene in San
whether Today was an amateur or Francisco as its excuse, and un• a pro as she dropped acid, "freaked fortunately not as its . basis for
historical or artistic importance.
out tourists," or panhandled. In

•••: In 1912 at least a hundred tab- habitats. Researchers in fields.
,;.loids came out, celebrating graphi- such as sociology and medicine
•cally the pain and gore involved in were filmed as contradictions or
- .the .sinking of the. "Titanic"; 1965 prefaces to statements made by the
..•.broughl'"'Plastie-coated memory youths in the streets, cafeterias,
-:bQOks;.of John .Kennedy's'.murder. or parks. The text of these inter:»TAs';with'.-allvW:story"-writtep while views was often revealing about
,,;the, blflodiiof its : main ; characters .the lives and ideas of those con•vis stl>l'k'fresh,;*hese:boc*& are in- . • cerned, but these sketches were
-.xariably.;;sensatloriali'sfie 'and say smothered so far as the total idea
•more^'abotifc the" audiences they was concerned by the hundreds of
;,cate;r.,tQi>.than the subjects they ex- feet of film wasted in repetitive
aggerate:-; rrSuch is "Revolution," scenes of hippies walking, hippies
,.Jack:O!Connell's film1 about 1967>s sitting, hippies dancing, and tourists watching them do it.
'>seene.in Haight-Ashbury.
"•••• "GASP"at the mad sex orgies
that^defy description!"begged the
..framed poster on the.outside wall
Vpf the Webster Theater; "SHOCK"
;,a'.t the .dangerous unknown drugs
"'that 'destroy them.'!" and "LAUGH"
"at their dirt, actions, and freakish
clothes!" as unaware of the pror.diiperjs/. message'in "Revolution",
-as;'"the" producer himself was
"unaware 'of dynamic use of his
medium; "the promotion agency
billed the film as a side-show for
the uninvolved. There was no scene
ln
•Stle..-iUm;.,wWqh!.fivokecjUa. gasp
or shock* and ShyKa'ughter was only
the statement of the audience on the
cameramen, who perched too long
in the blank faces of drugged teeny•-boppers, or wliiled about in at. tempted re-creations of hallucinog e n i c distortion;

CITE, the SDS sponsored politi- conducted by Keeney, will deal with
cal party which ran candidates for the "cultural revolution" in the
the senate in the last several elec- United States. This seminar will
focus on the interrelation of the
tions, has been renamed the
Radical Education Program, ac- various segments of our present
cprding to Seven H. keeney '71. culture. Seminar members will
Keeney, president of the Trinity "take a look at this culture and
Chapter of the Students for a Dem- build alternative models" accordocratic Society, stated that this ing to the SDS president. He hopes
change will be accompanied by a that the seminar will be expanded
change in the functions of the Com- to include art work, "happenings",
and experiments with varying enmittee.
According to Keeney many of vironments.
the political objectives of the ComIn addition to the several semimittee for Improved Trinity Edu- nars being conducted or planned,
cation have been accomplished or SDS is engaged in a number of
are being actively pursued by the other projects intended to eduCollege administration. Because cate the College community. A
of this, Keeney continued, the func- "new left bookshelf" in the college
tions of the new committee will be bookstore begun last year has been
primarily educational.
expanded to include 200 titles. The
According to SDS spokesman purchase and sale of the books is
Charles Yaeger the new program conducted by the bookstore while
will consist of three principle the titles to be sold are selected
parts: seminars on campus r e - by the chapter. "The Other End
garding racism, national foreign of the Stick", a column which appolicy,. and the educational pro- pears in the TRIPOD, will concess; SDS lectures at local high tinue to serve as a "forum for
schools and prep schools; and SDS radical views". Various radical
speakers who will" in co-operation writers will be invited to write
with the Hartford Seminary, speak for it by the College SDS. Every
at churches in the Hartford area. Thursday at seven o'clock a disThe new Radical Education
cussion among members of the
Program will be headed by Jeffrey chapter will be broadcast by
C. Green '70, the former head of WRTC.
CITE.
This change in the name and
functions of the previously political action oriented CITE is a c companied by a stress on education in other SDS activities.
Christoper W. Morris'71, chairman of the committee against racism, feels that an immediate goal
is to educate the college community
in what E BONY magazine terms the
"white problem". His committee is
holding seminars to discuss the
by Greq Firestone
"causes and structures of white
racism". The group, formed last
"Students today" stated Dean
year, hopes to extend its-program '~ Roy Heath, "are! not going to mold
of education to the Hartford comtheir individuality just to be a e - :
munity, possibly by next semester.
cepted by the group." As Deaiiof
Morris admits that there are not
Students and Director of Student
yet enough people involved with
Affairs,he feels that the students
the program to do this during
now want to "retain th«ir
the Christmas term.
autonomy,"
The addressing of community
He mentioned that five years
groups was one of the programs
ago the "fraternity atmosphere
mentioned by SDS president Ste- - was dominant and that those stuven H. Keeney '71 while discusdents not in fraternities truly felt
sing plans for the year. Keeney,
like outsiders." Now, however,
who lias addressed groups at local
along with the enlarged facilities
high schools, hopes that such opfor
independents,
fraternities
portunities will increase during the
seem to be losing. their power.
68-69 at idemic year. Keeney also
"There is more concern with
plans tl)i; introduction of two new
the problems outside the campus,
seminai- programs in the near futhan four years ago." Trinity men
ture. One, concerned with the
are devoting a greater deal of
theory of radicalism, will be contime to politics, civil rights, and
ducted by SDS vice president Rothe problems of ^he^ghfitto t ^ n .
bert B. Pippin '70. The other,
they did in the past
He also.cited that, students.are
making a greater "demand for
courses that are relevant to life;"
Along these lines he mentioned
. that as seen by last Spring, the
"faculty is more involved in the
campus life than it used to be.
They are much more flexible about
their ideas of education."
Dean Heath is aware that some
been started. This will be followed students have felt that their priby seminars with various public vacy has been invaded. In one
officials. After the committee has instance, this year, a student
associated itself with the problems climed that when he came back to
to be faced, they will meet with his room, there was an officer in
the principals of the three High plainclothes searching his room.
Schools to discuss their findings. Dean Heath said that he had fol1
The committee has gained the lowed up the story, and had found
support of a number of faculty that this intruder was an investiand. administrative
members. gator for a New York insurance
Among these are Dr. Robert H. firm.
Fuller, Dean of the Faculty, the
No blanket search warrants will
members of the Education Debe permitted at Trinity College.
partment, and David L. Knowl- In order to inspect a room, said .
ton, Program Assistant of Mather the Dean, the police must present
a specific search warrant.
Hall.
"I'd love to go back to teaching"
It is the feeling ofthe;committee.
that this project is ofr great p o - remarked Dean Heath. President
tential significance to the Hart- Lockwood described the office of
. ford community and that it will Dean of Students and Director of
demand a great deal of concen- Student Affairs as an "exhausting
trated effort and patience over job," however, he. has not ma- the coming year. They state that as any decision on the matter. Dean
a group they are prepared to p r o - Heath stated that he feels a "loyceed with this effort and they hope alty to the college" and will r e to encourage others to become in- main there until a suitable replacement is found.
volved in this task.

Compact to Study Area High Schools
Will Suggest Program for Student Aid
• hy Tim' Moran

Stating that the educational system of Hartford, the vital life
process of the community, appears to be in "critical" condition", High School Education
project's subcommittee of COMPACT, set forth its goals for the
coming year.

Presumably a documentary for
:, ali;,tlme"bn Haight-AshburyV'hip-pie- summer" of 1967, "Revolution"
It is the feeling of the committee
:.proposed'.to tell the story in a
series of "candid" sketches of that a report done by Trinity stuSaturday.afternoon park and street dents can provide a much needed
life in San Francisco, interspersed student viewpoint of the problems
:with young people dancing in strobe faced'by high school students.
The recommendation of specific
•lights,' In most: of the films scenes,
..the,.photography was random and programs through which College
-muddy—the only really clear sec- students in the Hartford area can.
::ticn:was a'short sketch of Sexual provide effective services to the
•Freedom League picnickers shot school system, the stimulation on
.-AU.. NATUREL as they frolicked the high school level of a concern
-through the weeds and. breakers for the, quality of education r e ceived by,the student, and the prov.of a .secluded beach.
:
vision of recommendations for
:,...,Of-some value were the inter^- action to- improve the quality of
views with, various citizens of the education in the Hartford comHaight. Park-sitters were photo- munity are among the goals of
graphed and interviewed in their the committee. - •

A decision was readied by the
committee to concentrate on the
three major public high schools
in the city - Bulkeley High School,
Weaver High School, and Hartford
High School.
A delegation headed by committee chairman Michael F. Jimenez '70, met with Mr. Wendell
Bair, Superintendent of Schools
of the Hartford Public School System. They approached Mr. Bair
indicating that although many studies have been done by experts, a
student perspective would prove
inavaluable to the progress of
these schools. And that reports
produced by this study would lead
to comprehensive faculty-student
collegiate involvement in the public high schools. •••••••:
The delegation was given -full
approval by Mr. Bair, and the
plans of the subcommittee are already in progress. An intensive
study of the problems of the educational system in - the area has

Autonomy
Stressed
By Heath
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The Big Bad Trustees?

'Care Anymore9

somehow you can be part of" the
force that builds a greater America. But you cannot become apathetic and complacent; the timehas come to let people know.'thai:
To the Chairman:
The year started in hope. You if we are to have a truly just "
had found a champion. The in- society, the system must be
adequacies of your nations foreign changed.
Hubert Humphrey is coming to
policy had manifested themselves
through a terrible mistake in Viet- Hartford Oct. 18. By its nomination
nam; Gene told you that this nation of Humphrey as the Democratic
could become wiser by learning Presidential candidate, the system
from that mistake. He answered insured its safety from change. The
your vociferous cries for the end Hump, and what he represents,
to the senseless and in human must be told that they are not safe;
slaughter of our North and South that we still care, that we want
Vietnemese brothers. More im- better things than "law and order",
portantly, he answered your reciprocity from Hanoi, hollow
prayers that the stagnant system liberal rhetoric, in short, the
that had alienated you so with its same crap that has been coming out
deafness, that had perpertrated in- of Washington for the past four
justice across our land with its of Washington for the past" four
years. Humphrey must be told that
blindness to the needs of the
black people to be a people, that a change is in order if our people
was terrified of the sacrifice are to move toward the ultimate
necessary for change, might some- greatness they are capable of
how, perhaps, be changed. So you achieving.
went clean for Gene. New HampThe Trinity chapter of the Stushire gave you new hope, and the dents For a Democratic Society
feeling that America wanted what still, cares. We ask you to join us
you wanted.
on Oct. 18 to bear witness to the
Your hopes turned to bitterness injustice of the establishment that
in the streets of Chicago where has strangled our freedom. We
you were cursed, maced, and don't ask that you fight cops, obclubbed. You had tried to work
struct traffic; just that you join
through the system, to, give it with us in showing your concern.
another chance. In turn the system
We will meet at the Old Cave
ignored the mandate for change the Cafe, at 7:00 P.M. Tuesday to plan
American people had given it in
our demonstration. Come and voice
the Presidential primaries, it your opinion. Perhaps together- we
abused your "' bodies and aspican teli.Humphrey, the Establishrations, and it gave Gene a screw
ment, and the-'rest of America
job.
that we continue to feel things
It would be easy to give up now, should.be better,
to forget about what could have
Charlie Yeager '72
been, to forsake the chance that

on Judicial Procedures has managed to become a
major issue, obscuring other more meaningful tasks,
solely on the basis of three paragraphs describing the
"Role of the Trustees." The students who advocate
The campus's enthusiasm for the co-education
move announced Saturday by President Lockwood is' rejection of the report admit that its prime
deficiencies are procedural in nature and could be
more than justified. The College now seems to be
easily amended by the Trinity College Council. Their
progressing rapidly as it must if it is to continue
competing for students with the nations top reason for rejection is simply that they don't want to
institutions. Dr. Lockwood and Dean Fuller are now give the Trustees the satisfaction that would come
assuming heroic stature in the eyes of students and from student recognition of their legal rights and
faculty. This praise they surely deserve for more has responsibilities as defined in the Charter of Trinity
been accomplished since the beginning of this year College.
Those who object to the report hypothesize an
than any senior and many faculty members can recall
imminent tidal wave of Trustee repression in which
in the College's recent history.
The Co-ed move, the College's efforts to deal with Trinity's children of light and knowledge will surely
""HartforTs*~ufban problems, and the curricular be drowned. They feel it is necessary to oppose the
changes which are now known to be in the offing all Trustees at every juncture, that any move toward
encourage a re-evaluation of Trinity College. A more cooperation will be interpreted as a concession. These
exciting and optimistic picture seems to be emerging crisis diplomats overlook the fact that the Trustees
despite pessimism which remains from the events of have never intervened in a disciplinary case before,
last spring, The area where this re-evaluation is most except by invitation of the President of the College.
needed, however, is in the "popular image" of the
The time has come to realize that the Board ol
Board of Trustees.
Trustees does not represent a threat of any sort to the
The present image of the Trustees is that of a pursuits of the College community. Their prime
retrograde, unprincipaled body of big business desire is to remain uninvolved with the daily workings
Birchites. For intelligent men, the blackness of this of the College. Their objective was made clear with
image alone should be enough to demand a the appointment of a strong President in Dr.
re-thinking of the entire situation. For those who are Lockwood. If the student body credits the Trustees
less given to rational analysis, the fact that the Board with any sense at all, it must realize that their
of Trustees approved the co-education plan Friday objective is to let Dr. Lockwood administer the
night should provide some hint that the old image is College. It is for this reason the proposedvjudicia
no longer adequate.
system centers entirely around the President, giving
(Continued from Page 1)
The Trustees come no closer to beihgjjnanirnously him the power to initiate re-trials and decide appeals.
conservative than the present student body does to
Those who persist in demanding confrontations affirms its continuing commitment
being unanimously progressive. Those who prefer, for with the Board do so to the disadvantage of the to a program of studies explicitly
related to man's need to make
convenience sake, to maintain their belief in the Big community and to the dismay of the Trustees decisions in an increasingly comBad Trustee myth will be doing the progressive ideas themselves. Their approach is highly reminiscent of plex environment."
"" Which they claim to believe in a grave disservice.
Referring to the student unrest
the "situations of strength" policy of the United
There are important things to be done now. The States in the cold war, an approach which these of last spring, Lockwood criticized
the "deplorable carelessness about
Senate Committee on Race and Poverty needs the students would be the first to condemn.
ends and means," and observed that
assistance, financial and otherwise, of every student
The TRIPOD reaffirms its endorsement of the "there has been unwillingness to
on campus. A clearing house for all existing tutoring Report of the Commission on Judicial Procedures. We learn from experience."
and urban work programs must be set up in the next urge the student body to show good sense by adoptThe President told the audience,
three weeks. Students will be needed to man this ing the report to clear the way for the important which included delegates from 137
Colleges and Universities and 22;
clearing house, channeling Hartford's needs as tasks ahead.
learned societies and associations,
efficiently. and quickly as possible to College
that "Freedom acquires meaning
organizations. The Race and Poverty Committee also
as it springs from a sense of neces. sity, as it becomes freedom to and
needs hlep in raising money, $15,000, to meet the
not simply freedom from. We
commitment made by this student body last
know that authority loses its justi, semester.
.
fication when it becomes selfStudent co-operation will be needed to provide
serving. Similarly freedom can
proper housing for the 25 women who will arrive on
lose its purchase on events when
campus next semester. The Curricular Revision
it becomes merely a slogan, the
The Career Conference Program, which will open
point of departure for a flight to
Committee needs student suggestions, reactions, and Monday, is one of the central aspects of the College's
another absolutism."
ideas to complete its assigned task this semester.
placement service. The service is for all students, not
Lockwood's address was preThe extent to which the old Trustee myth may just seniors suddenly faced by the world outside. The
ceded by several introductory speinterfere with these important programs is already time to start investigating career and graduate school
eches. The first speaker, Student
Senate President Leonard P.
becoming apparent. The Report of the Commission. opportunities is now.
.
Mozzi '69 remarked that the mood
which prevails on the campus this
fall is different from the. anger
expressed by students last spring.
CHAIRMAN
" Probably the best word to deJohn P. Osier '70
scribe
it (the mood) is anticiNEWS EDITORS
pation -- optimistic anticipation —
Kenneth P. Wlnkler '71
•"wvid W. Green '71
with a small emphasis on optimistic," he said. "The students
PHOTOGRAPHS EDITOR
will'admit it's getting better, but
William •>• Rosser "71
will be apprehensive about how
BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
ASSISTANT FEATURE EUITOR
Thomas Zarchy '69
much better."
Alan M. Mendelson '69
Michael E. Trlgg '71
The student president described
STAFF
Lockwood as a man "who listens
Thomas M. Welner '71, Randolph J. Friedman '70, James S, Petersen '70,
to what the students are saying,
EDITOR
Daniel J. Rellert '70, Charles E. Shouse ' 7 1 , William J. O'Reilly, Jr. '71,
David Sarasohn '71
Dean C. Walker '70, Steven Chernaik '71, Tlmothey H. Moran '72, Tim N,
and listens closely." Mozzi added
Wallach '72, Michael McVoy '72, James M. Hall, Jr., '72, Richard B.
Kllbaner '72, David S. Rosenthal '72, John F. Bahrenburg '72, Peter M.
that Lockwood. is willing to allow
Wheelwright '72, Robert J. Arceci '72, Compton C. Maddux '"Z lames G.
greater faculty and student partiHanley '72, Vaughn P.M. Keith '72, Everett L. Minard '72, Rbcco J. Maffel
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
cipation in the decision making
'72, Timothy K. Smith '72, Harry M. Fried '72, Hale L. Anderson '72,
. Steven Keeney '71
Stephen R. Foley '72, Peter W. Devlne '71, Alexander S. MacDonald '72
processes of the College.
,
Alan L. Marchisotto '71
Paul M. Sachner '72, Michael R. Gilboy '72, Alex W. Kennedy '71, Michael
Dr. Lawrence W, Towle, SecS. Sample '69, Gerald A. Hatch '69, Frederick B. Rose '70, DeWltt: D
Barlow'69, J. Nicholas Hayes'69, William D. Elliot'£9.
retary of the Faculty, delivered
ARTS EDITOR
the Greetings of the Faculty. While
J. Warren Kalbaeker "71
Published twice-weekly during the' academic year except
pointing out that "faculty have bevacations by student* of Trinity College. Published at West Hartford News.
come more keenly attentive to
Isrwm Road,'West Hartford, Conn.
.
Student, subscription included in activities fee; others. $8.50 per year.
their economic status and deterSecond class postage paid at Hartford. Connecticut, under the act of March
mined that it shall improve with
SPORTS EDITOR
3, 1879.
•
..'•...
• ' - ' . . - .
the economic growth of the comRoy A./Wentz '71
Offices located In the Basement of Mather Hall, Trinity College.
munity; and both faculty and stuHartford. Connecticut 06106.
CmcUCAJION MANAGER
Telephones: 246-1829 or S27-3153, ext 252
< R.T. Thompson '71
dents are seeking a more Influential voice in the determination

Inauguratiqn...

Career Conferences

of college policy," Towle assured
the President that he could rely
upon the "whole-hearted cooperation" of the faculty.
The Greetings from Trinity
Alumni were offered by /John L.
Bonee , '43, President
Sf the
Trinity College Alumni Association, who prais'ed the "querulous,
unguarded /I'll meet you more than
half way mannerism" of. th'e new

sdent.;;rV:5;
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Lauding.Lockwood as "Trinity's
Man of All the Seasons," former
President of the College and Trustee G. Keith Funston .'32 stated
that there was never any doubt
that the Trustee Selection Board
would ultimately choose the Valedictorian of the Class of 1948.
" Like
our
first
President,
Brownell, he comes to us from
Union College," noted Funstron.
"He brings the promise of an
administration just as historic
and fruitful as the first."
The Chairman of the Board of
Trustees,
Lyman ,B. Brainerd,
then formally completed the Investiture of Lockwood as the fifteenth
President of the College by. placing in his charge the traditional
symbols of the office of the President: the mace which stands for the
executive powers; the key which
signifies that the physical properties of the institution are in the
care of the office; the book, "dear
to every .man who has graduated
from Trinity," wheh indicates that
the responsibility for the educational activities for which the
College was founded has been delegated to the President; the Collar
which is to worn on ceremonial
occassion as a visible symbol of
the President's high office and
authority.
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President Edwin Etherington of Wesleyan

Excerpts From the Inaugural Address
...Prominent among the enervating forces has been a new relativism.
The vast expansion of higher education during the last twenty years has
reinforced academic fragmentation at the same time that it has
impressively served the social need for professionally equipped
specialists. One result has been a hasty adjustment of academic
expectations within a college to the occupational assumptions of the
day, the imperial expansion of professional preparation. Another sign
of the new relativism has been the shattering of general education. It is
difficult to speak sensibly about the unity of learning when curricular
coherence consists merely of fulfilling a few distribution requirements
outside the major field. Whether it requires a "new humanism" or an
heroic assault on intellectual provincialism, we must reassert the
relatcdness of all learning to the common goal of each person's search
to make sense of his experience in life. The integrity of a college
depends at least in part upon maintaining the validity of values, both
intellectual and moral, for only in such an environment can the
individual begin that arduous task of testing his beliefs, undistorted by
either too premature a commitment or too complacent a reliance upon
objectivity...
...But ^surely it would be ironic if, in the name of political and
economic security, precisely those institutions which champion an
education dependent upon a free and open society refused to be
concerned about what is happening in that society. Each institution
must arrive at its own manageable contribution, for the integrity of a
college rests on confronting these problems honestly...
...These, observations suggest that the philosophical' distinction
between what is existentialiy personal and what is the wider realm of
, intepersonal relationships may describe the academic thrust which a
should seek. Just as a man reaches beyond himself "to touch the
points," (4) (Huston Smith, The Purposes of
(N.Y., 1955), p. 146) so a college extends its
,_,a democratic society at given places in a given time,
^distance once kept people, apart. Now earth has
£o? unity, eyenthough a sense of brotherhood •
"' .'Tfie fotq.es which have so shrunk our world
__
Stevenson aptly called "the revolution of rising
^JbrS?5 Each college must devise some approach to the
fiSpiciHons of this revolution. Trinity affirms its intention to devise
•"'new approaches to improve international sensitivity among the
members of this community.
Our own society offers ample challenges as well. Such an
understatement is pardonable, I hope, if only because so much prose
implies with some justice that the colleges turn out only vocationally
competent conformists ready to enter the American economic pageant
or that, our education has become utterly irrelevant to a social crisis
depicted in resonantly gloomy premonitions. I am sure that our history
j_*?»=«r: re a4.4nit badly, but it is true that we must give more thought
ing "fSssV qualities of mind and heart which will permit us to
•re wjfSjf'.fe right thing to do and, I hasten to add, to admit
are vSyTg^something we do with le.ss grace than we might. A
aust ;ejg>1ore new opportunities to relate itself to the wider
ity ol^which it is a part. Fortunately, this should not be
•since-"Trustees and alumni - quite aside from students and
already involved in community affairs and can join in that
^'Trinity affirms its commitment to consider new programs
^4irectiy related to social service and to work closely with other groups
in the" Hartford community in creating a better environment for all
citizens of this area.
• These goals refer to the dimensions within which we operate and not
necessarily to the kinds of knowledge we seek. Once again the liberal
arts'college must make choices, for it is clear that a college like Trinity
cannot match the resources or absorb the alternatives available to the
large university. This problem has led many colleges to consider the
wisdom of selecting certain areas in which they might reasonably
develop doctoral programs as a way to overcome the limitations they
sense inherent in a purely undergraduate curriculum. Perhaps this
decision to graft graduate students on the main trunk ofa liberal arts
program anticipates the future, but I sense that we may not thereby
solve the fundamental defect of most liberal arts colleges; namely, their
lack of imagination about undergraduate education. The independent
colleges must vigorously, and freshly, restate the case for a liberal arts
education. That vitality will come from devising a new approach to
general, multidisciplinary education and a sound judgement as to what
criteria will be applied in determining which segments of knowledge
:
appear in the curriculum.
Once upon a time "general cultivation of the mind" was an
acceptable statement of objectives. That phrase now seems inadequate,
largely1 because of the spectacular advances of science which, however,
have .failed in all too many instances to relate, or be related, to man's
humanistic hopes. We want education to be man-centered and
man-concerned. Therefore, education must yoke knowledge of our
environment, including the historical environment, to knowledge of the
conditions in which man finds individual and social well-being. The
prescription is both large and inexact, but surely the program of studies
at a liberal arts college should provide all students full opportunity to
understand the significance of science. As the faculty reviews the
curriculum of Trinity College, it will undoubtedly consider the extent
- t o which we must reorganize courses and requirements to assure
students that they may learn both the structure of knowledge and the
significant supporting evidence characterizing our broadest divisions of
learning. Trinity affirms its continuing commitment to a program Of
studies explicitly related to man's need to make decisions in an
increasingly.complex environment.

Such a
.nitment implies an overall coherence in curricular
planning H ts hard to achieve and even more difficult to retain.
Intellectual curiosity itself, so desirable and so necessary an element in
the atmosphere of a liberal arts college, works against any tightly
constructed concept; and the relevance of different fields of inquiry
changes with the passage of time. The preservative forces are also
impressive, and not the least of them is the departmental arrangement
of courses and majors. But to lay all our problems at the door of
professional specialization may evoke little more than an admission that
non-departmental programs have an insubstantial life. Moreover, there
are no grounds for assuming that faculty cannot conceive of the college
curriculum as a totality. No particular set of requirements - or the
casual abandonment of requirements -• will assure a college of
responding effectively to new issues; but surely flexibility in planning
must be possible at a rate and on a scale we have not practiced
heretofore. Since one of the consequences of the expansion of
knowledge is the elimination of a fixed body of thought and operating
principles to which all can assent, a college must be honest with itself
and so adjust its academic organization that fresh ideas do not wait
upon committee incarceration. To this end Trinity will study i t s '
procedures to determine not only what may be an appropriate, albeit
temporary, program of general education but also what provisions it
can make for wholly unstructured innovations. The educational process
is not genetically encoded in institutions or men. Trinity affirms that it
will experiment vigorously both inside and outside the formal
curriculum to arrive at truly creative learning experiences.
If whimsy is pardonable on this occasion, 1 hasten to add that events
this year have provided some colleges with none-too-pleasant but very
instructive experiences. No matter how one regards campus happenings,
a deliberate euphemism for sit-ins, demonstrations, teach-ins, and
unilateral pronouncements, the implications are serious. There has been
a deplorable carelessness about both ends and means; and there has
been unwillingness to learn from experience. For the whole ball-game
has changed. Gone are the days when a student protest, like that at
Trinity ninety years ago, aimed merely at extending library hours
beyond the period from two to three in the afternon. We are now
trying to determine what shall distinguish a college education. The goal
is wisdom and understanding at a time in our culture when the tension
between observable fact and acquired vision is most pronounced. 1
suspect that the younger generation feels this disjunction more keenly
than any. Therefore, it would seem to make sense to afford the younger
members of a community, whatever their offipial status, sufficieni
opportunity to explain their ideas and join in implementing whatever
commitment the ^community as a whole makes. Trinity affirms its'
determination to discover new means by which students, faculty, and
administration may cooperate responsibly in planning the future of this
particular community...
...If the aim of what we do in the independent liberal arts college is
to assist the undergraduate in his quest for wisdom and understanding,
then all of us will need to see our tradition in proper perspective and to
strike out boldly in shaping the college to achieve our objectives.
Sometime in the future an historian will ask how well we responded to
the realities of our times. We have every reason to hope for a favorable
judgment if we retain our faith in the creativeness of the individual, in
the expansiveness of his soul and the compassion of his heart.

,
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"In keeping with this spirit, the Trustees have unanimously agreed
to begin immediately a study of the feasability of coeducation at Trinity ,
and have approved an exchange with
semester of this academic year."

\assar College during the second
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"Dr Lockwood believes that the individual student must share
importantly in the responsibility for his own education, and that the
small, independent liberal arts college can provide the flexibility which,
with the help of an understanding teacher, makes it possible for the
student to determine and fulfill his mission in life."
.
These words, appearing in the Winter 1967 issue of the Trinity
Alumni Bulletin, constituted the student body's first introduction to
Theodore Lockwood. They are apt, for he comes now to a student
body demanding a voice in its own education, and he has spent his:
entire career in liberal arts colleges.
Dr. Lockwood started at Trinity where his father was Hallden
Professor of Engineering. He began college in 1942, and left after his
freshman year to join the Army. In the service he served with the 10th
Mountain Division. His account of that division, Mountaineers,
published in 1946, was his first published work. He later contributed
stories to The Trinity Review based on his wartime experiences.
Returning to Trinity in 1945, Lockwood was on the Senate, the
Tripod, the Review, and the Medusa. He played football, was an extra
in downtown productions, and a short order cook in the Cave. He was
elected to Pi Gamma Mu, Phi Beta Kappa, and was valedictorian of his
graduating class.
He majored in history, and after graduation took a master's degree
and a doctorate at Princeton. Yet his devotion to history is tempered
by a sense of proportion. "Sometimes," he wrote in the Journal of
Higher Education in 1957, "this issue of limits appears on the practical
level. Obviously students should know history. Therefore, all college
programs should be history-built. An engineer who has missed the
opportunity to define the Rennaissance will suffer inscrutable torment
when he installs the sprinkler system in the Full Life Insurance
. Company parthenon. And who can play the violin without knowing
about life on a medieval manor? History may accomplish wondrous
things, but it is a disservice to proclaim its indispensability to all
professions."
,
J
Yet in his field he has excelled, specializing in French and Belgain
History. He has taught at Dartmouth, M.I.T., Juniata College, and
Trinity summer school. In 1959 he studied in Belgium under the
Belgian-American Educational Foundation. He has published articles in
the Journal of Higher Education, Contemporary Review, Review of
Politics, and the Foreign Policy Bulletin.
Dr. Lockwood's keen sense of history was shown in his inaugural
address, where he commented, "To begin with history is to recongize
that a study of the past occurs within the perspective of our own time.
Tradition enters as it lends to the present its distinguishing "
configuration and defines our vision of both the past and. the future. _ _•
His contributions, to historical, journals ceased abruptly in, 1516,0',!'
when he became Associate Dean of the Faculty at,Cqncpjd College "if),,','
Athens, West Virginia. The next year, he became i)ea&.o£-the Faacul|yj ,
andin 1964 assumed that post at UnioaCollege,;, , ,v,..,,'
, .,,,.*
That same year, he joined Trinity's Board of trustees, and was-a*
member at the time when President Albert C. Jacobs announced plans
to retire. G. Keith Funston, chairman of the Trustee committee to find
a replacement, stated in his greeting during the Inauguration, "In all
frankness, never was the task of a selection committee easier than ours.
Although we conscientiously surveyed the entire field of highei
education, the ever-present standard of comparison in our deliberations
was the. shining quality exemplified by one of our fellow Trustees.
There was never any doubt that the selection would ultimately prove to
be Trinity'sMan of AU-the Seasons."".
:
Dr.,Lockwood comes to a campus at a time both exciting and tense.
The bjtter divisions engendered by last year's'sit-in, and.the resulting
Trustee1 action, have not yet worn off; Yet innovations appeaf to beirt"
the offing, as shown by President Lockwood's annduhcemenfofHHe'"
' Vassar; exchange and the coeducation : committee^ The Pictfddftl
, himself, along with some of his : actions'such, as the: formation of the "
Trinity College Council and the appointment of pf^Fullei'as Dean'jV
seem to evoke in many students a sense of harmony with the College;1 *
and other elements of the College community, that would have seemed >
•
dubious five months ago. The long-awaited report of the Curriculum
Revision Committee is expected soon, and students sniff the heady air
. of change.
,
.
,
:.' "The students last semester, were, mad at their school,", said Senate
President Leonard P. Mozzi '69 in his speech of greeting, "Most of
second semester was taken up in confrontation politics. As soon as one
issue died, a new one arose. We left Trinity angry and discouiaged
"The mood now is very different. Probably the best way to desenbe
it is anticipation-optimistic anticipation-with a small emphasis on
optimistic. The students will admit it's getting better, but will be
apprehensive about how much better."
Perhaps one of the things that most strongly impresses the students
about President Lockwood is his belief that Trinity has a responsibility
to, and a place in, the Hartford community. As G. Keith Funston put
it, "Long before the slogan, 'A man who cares,' became a cliche, it was
apparent that 'Ted Lockwood was a boy, and later a man, who cared.
His commitment to helping others, his openness and dislike of pretense
and privilege, his belief in a democratic community and freedom of
choice are apparent in the 'sad gravity' with which he dedicates himself
to-serving others."
Whatever steps President Lockwood takes in the future whatever
plans are conceived, it is apparent that he will bring to the task the
same sense of proportion that he brings to history. As he wrote ten
years ago,
"As students confirm the hopes of statisticians and underpaid
faculties by flocking to the colleges in the next ten years, they will
/undoubtedly be met with the continued appeal of specialization
Advisors will naturally recommend an occasional 'culture course' to
'round out' the program. They can do little more, for to tell a swelling
freshman class that the next four years will be wholly impractical and
diffuse requires a kind of courage that few college presidents or faculty
committees, will aspire to test. Yet someone has to hint that no person
no subject, and no core curriculum can claim to minister to all our
needs. Some robust professor must suggest that not even four years will
grant life mastery." .
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THE OTHER END OF THE STICK
by-Steve Keeriey;,
They're ; put ;t.O;.get us. We've
known It and even said it out loud
since Berkeley and It looks like
they know it now too--did you
see the dover of this month's
^ATLANTIC?
•:'-. ":
Youth is under assault, maybe as
h never before:' Partly because we
[have never had such a distinct
Fand influential culture. But first,
let's clarify' the poles: by youth
I mean not. so ; much age as a living,
breathing .cultural being participated in most.,extensively by those,
to propose a generally acceptable
though
admittedly
arbitrary
boundry, under thirty. The other
end is composed of those who have
decomposed, who've lost it or sold
"it (and by "it" I mean that sense
of LIVING, of spontaneity, of in.itiative, of creativity, and of
honesty). The border is as much
the generation chasm as the credibility gap, as much the difference
between
sensation and "good
sense" in the Kennanesque sense,
as it is the age groupings that
characterise it. Neither, I would
point out,1 can many in either group
,i-be said to be "pure." To the extent
that we, as, youth, maintain contact
and dependence on them either dir e c t l y or through their front, the
•" Establishment",. we. have to that
same degree' .denied'':" ourselves
something' ,pi?"What' 'we "might be.
I'm talking "about; youth1 revolt;-'
about Nantere a few months ago,
about Mexico ^City a.:couple of
weeks ago:/Where nearly fifty students were •massacered, and about
Chicago or Columbia or even the
McCartney campaign. If we read in
their media rampages against the
"senselessness" of some action—
say Columbia or Chicago—let us
respond by speaking of the situations that called the action forth.
A man entombed must be anything
to get out; -"good sense" and
"order" .aorieinot,even relevant to
that situation.'. =This<.world is already su,ff}cently,._ .insensitive--it
is we who .insist that sensitivity,

'Screw the Pepsi Generation9

forced into its multi-factories. And
there is no room for us there;
that Pepsi generation only fills
bottles with genuine Pepsi, dig
it? The "sexual revolution", expressive clothing and hair styles,
psychedellics,
modern music
ranging from hard rock to avantgarde jazz" and our literature,
stretching
from
underground
newspapers to contemporary freeform writing to graffiti, is entirely beyond them. Ours-- is a
LIVING CULTURE entirely opposed to their way of death, it
is, in short, revolutionary.
And, as if to re-affirm the
Poverty of their world, their attempts at dissolving our culture,
our LIFE, have ranged from the
pitifully plastic to new discoveries
in America's leading research
division: developmental atrocity.
Remember what the old rolks
did when the twist showed up?
And now, maybe eight years later,
as youth is beginning to work together, take a look at their escalation of tactics. Remember the
cops ripping into Columbia,
think of the thousands who blead
in Chicago, and consider the
number that were killed working
for civil rights.
Of course, that's only the most
readily apparent level of repression. I think Poirier (Atlantic,
Oct. 1968, p. 55) is right when
he contends that" The intellectual
weapons used in the war against
youth are from the same arsenal-and the young know this--from
which war is being waged against
other revolutionary movements,
against Vietnam, against effective
justice, as distinguished from
legislative melodrama, in matters
of race and poverty." In our mutual
war against their machinery, I
feel very deeply my solidarity with
the Vietnamese, with the Paris
and Mexican students, with fellow
youth throughout this country.
This whole thing got put nicely
by a free translation of Buddha:

and we have presented the vision
of a new life.
Remember that the men who control your life
create the terras of existence,
And to excape reality in your
sleep
is your final consolation.

But we who struggle with our
lives
plant the seeds for future rebellion:
Our knowledge of ourselves
is our greatest conquest,
And any glimpse they get of our
world
gives them nightmares.

They understand only half
truth,
can't see the two forks

of the serpant's one tongue,
and all their passionately held
- idealogies
are nothing but the memory
of OUR past struggles.

THE YOUTH MAKES THE REVOLUTION...
YOUTH WILL MAKE IT AMD KEEP I T . . .
THROUGHOUT AMERICA AMD THE WORLD!

8E STRONG!

Presidents & financiers who op,
•;••}••••••
press us
It is this, fact'that is. the'major
bone of contention;, it is- this more are as empty as their lives,
u'than anything'else, even the acti- Their money is as worthless
vities 'they decry, that confronts as the products they shit,
them AND their entombled, en- And all the objects of their
culture
shrined world.
are. as meaningless as their flags.
The "unconditional surrender"
generation is. faced with a mir- All their concepts of the universe
ror as never before. They see are as vacuous as their TV tubes,
themselves in the advertisements And even our insignificant lives
and they buy it. We don't.
are a judgement against theirs.
We have learned their vision, For they speak only the language'
seen its advertisements, and been
of oppression
be returned^'toit,1

'
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Placement
OCTOBER 16
Yale University MAT P r o gram - Senate Room
U.S. Marine Corps - T.V.
Lounge
OCTOBER 17
Wesleyan University MAT
Program - Senate Room
Washington University
School of Law-Alumni Lounge
U.S. Marine Corps - T.V.
Lounge
OCTOBER 18
lona
College
Graduate
School of Business Administration - Senate Room
•' University of Maine Law
School - Alumni Lounge
Harvard Dental School Elton Lounge
OCTOBER 21
Stanford University Graduate School of Business Administration - Alumni Lounge
University of Virginia Business School - Senate Room
OCTOBER 22
University of Virginia Law
School - Alumni Lounge
Boston College LawSchooiSenate Room

October^';

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Pago H

Blood Drive Begins
Brandishing the slogan: "You
bloody well better bleed," the campus blood drive will be run on October 29 and 30 in the Washington
Room of Mather Hall. The Blood
drive will be conducted by the
Greater Hartford Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
Appointments to donate blood
will be made at the Mather Hall
front desk starting today and running through Thursday from 11:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. For students
under 21 years of ageaperrnission
slip signed by a parent or legal

guardian is required. No eligibility
requirements are placed on students over 21.
In Connecticut, the Red Cross is
the sole source of blood. Blood and
blood derivatives are used in cases
of hepatitis, shock, burns, and in
certain types of surgery.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for
THE COLLEGE MAN

James M. Howard
Collegemaster Represen.

All residents of Connecticut are
assured of blood at no charge in the
event of need. Non-residents who
donate are also guaranteed free
service for themselves and their
families by the Red Cross.

225-8757

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

(Continued from Page 2)
by the flowing locks and sauve
manlier of Madame Treplev's most
recent acquisition. Trigorin, ventures out of young Kostantin's arms
to Moscow where she falls prey to
Trigorin's manly Instincts. Miss
Shaffer plays with a certain grace
and bubbling charm--all, 1 might
add, that the part does boast. And
yet she carries, her personnage
well until the last scene where
she and Heald engage in a most
maudlin encounter, in certain likelihood this deficiency in presentation may have arisen out of
Chekhov's own anachronismie
situation in our sphere of reference. Be that as it may, I still
maintain
that the young loves
could have used a sliver more of
twentieth century tact in their
performance of the last scene.

Bantams..,
(Continued from Page 8)
for a. four yard score late in the
third period. Parrack's boot made
it 7-3.
The remainder of the struggle
involved midfield sparring excepting a 57 yard run by Kiarsis which
was whistled back by a illegal procedure infraction.
The defense, however, was what
• gveffiasfty-fewvaght Trinity its second conquest of the young season.
The secondary of John Warmbold,
: George Matava, and Dan Battles
kept Tufts from breaking any big
gainers. Meaeham, Cancelliere,
.. and Steve Hopkins did an excellent
job containing the enemy's running
game.
When the final gun went off, the
expected duel of potent offenses
and been blunted. The intense pitch
of the game still burned in the fans
as they headed for their various
celebrations.

Some decisions are relatively unimportant.
Where you put your engineering
talent to work isnot.
As you contemplate one of the most Important decisions, of your life, we invite .you to ;confid;fr/;|^
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for profes^iQn#fiowHF
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of,aerospace.
t e c h n o l o g y .

•

•••'•

.

' .

•

'

•

';'.'''.'.•/•'•'••' ":'.'\

""^',

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and'
facilities only.a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them:reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage i t
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
B.S., M S , or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

Consult your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Day of Concern,
October 23*24

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM B£ACH, FLORIDA

An Equal Opportunity Employer

•October 15,1968
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Trinity Embarks on Coeducation Move with Vassar
;
(Continued from Page 1)
of today's high school senior men
prefer a small a l l - m a l e liberal
arts college, in contrast to 24 per
cent who prefer a small co-educational liberal a r t s college. The
remainder prefer large universities." The Administration cited
that fact as a reason for the d e clining
number of applications
made to the College.
• The Administration claimed that
there would be two immediate ed-.
ucational
consequences,
both
tending to improve the quality of
the
student body. The College
"would be drawing from "a much
larger
group of potential applicants and consequently we (the
College) could admit more talented

students and more students with
special skills that would enrich the
campus life."
The report also
claimed that co-education would
allow the College to "replace the
less qualified among the men we
a r e now admitting with women who
were the academic equals of the upper half of our entering men "
Referring to the financial arguments for admitting women, the
report revealed that the cost of
educating women is not greater
than that
of educating men.
Furthermore,
according to the '
report, Trinity does have dormitory facilities that canaccomadate
women, and could easily modify
others. The fraternity
system
would
not be jeopardized, the

report stated.
The report went on to mention
that the demand for scholarship
funds would be reduced because a
family seldom considers sending
a daughter to an expensive school
unless it can afford it.
The report concluded that the
social environment of the campus
•would be improved because the
relationship between male and female students would be less
strained. The report pointed out
that "In single-sex institutions the
big-weekend social patterns tends
to result in more promiscuous,
more intense social interactions.
In the co-educational institutions
there is more steady dating. The
net result is that promiscuity is
greater in an all male institution,
but the amount of sexual activity
remains essentially the same,
whether the school is co-ed of
all male."

&tachpcle, jttoore, Qfrpon

The administration strongly rejected the idea of the establishment of a co-ordinate women's
college, for " coordinate education
deals only with the social question,
it fails to remove the basic educational disadvantages of separate
education. If one is making the
transition to co-education, it
makes no sense to do anything
other than admit women into a
college with one campus, one
administration, one faculty, and
one student body."
Following the Inaugural ceremonies, most faculty interviewed
expressed strong advocacy of the
Trustees' decision.
The Dean of the Hofstra College
of Liberal Arts and Science, Joseph
G. Astman, remarked that "the day
of the private male and female
institution has come to an end."
Astman, an alumnus of the College and also a member of its
Board of Fellows, said that the
"whole concept of liberal arts colleges has got to change in order
to handle the problems of modern
society."
Calvin H. Plimpton, President of
Amherst College, was not impressed with the arguments in
favor of co-education. "The advantages of co-education as an

intellectual endeavor are not entirely persuasive." When asked to
comment on Princeton's report
on co-education, Plimpton replied,
"They're desperate."
College Trustee George Starkey
commented that co-education will
not work unless "it is good for the
girls as well as good for the bosy,"
He predicted that co-education will
come to pass not too far from now."
The President of Connecticut
College, Charles Edward Shain,
stressed the importance of viewing
the question of co-education from
the point of view of the women's
college. He emphasized the fact
that the women's school could not
go co-education as easily as men's
schools, because it would require
the construction of new facilities
that are necessitated by the presence of men on campus.
Some endorsed whole-heartedly
the concept of co-education, but
were somewhat concerned with the
minor infringements upon their life
style that female students might
cause. "I'm entirely.in favor of
co-education,"
declared Dr.
James V. Compton, assistant prorfessor History. "But it ought to be
possible for the gentlemen to
retire after dinner for brandy and
cigars."

115 a«plum ttxttt
(INK UP AMKRIC.VK FINK RTOKRS

Khoury *s Kalculations

1. Wow! What is it?
Python LTD
Fully equipped

Mr, Titus did not have an enjoyable day in the press box last
Saturday. Purdue crumbled under
the awesome defense of OhioState,
which I had previously concluded to
be possible. Kentucky upset Oregon
State, as I had predicted; and Perm
State stepped on U.C.L.A.'s precious toes, as Mr. Titus had not
prognosticated. Unfortunately,next
Saturday will not present the action, the excitement, or the reversals of the previous week. I can
only apologize for the schedules of

HAIRCUTS
TOMMY'S
BARBERSHOP
2, What happened to your Viper
Mark IV?

3. That's what you said, about
the Sidewinder Eight.

I just couldn't identify
with that car.

But a Python is something else. Four-on-theflorir, six-barrel curb,
console taeh... and
what ii steal!

105 NEW BRITAIN AVE.;NEAR BROAD STREET

Huniington's
Book
Store

1-MINUTE WALK FROM
FIELD HOUSE
Licensed Barber and
Certified Hair Stylist.

110 Asylum Street
Hartford
ar.d
\. '
West Hartford Center

1SMNGIQN
DINNER and RESTAURANT
4. Don't you think you ought to
hold onto a car more than a
. month, Chet?
, When you see a great
buy coming your way,
you have to grab it.

5. That's what I did yesterdaysigned up for Living Insurance
from Equitable. At my age the
cost is low, and I get solid
protection now that will continue
to cover my family Inter when
I get married. Plus a nice
nest egg when I retire.
With the right set of
wheels, you 11 go a
long way.
•• : .

175 Washington

Street

Serving Trin ity for Over 20 Years
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. - Every Day.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
Special This Week O V B f C O d f S
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the nineteenth, but please bear with
me through these trying times.
Take a breather, Mr. Titus.'(Mr.
Khoury hit 8 of 10 last -week.
while Mr. Titus was 5 for 10.)
Tennessee, 14-Alabama, 13: This
is a classic that could go either
way. Both teams crushed their
southern opponents last week, and
will be itching for a victory Saturday. The Tide and the Vols are
strong defensively, and a low=
scoring contest is forseeable.
Thus, I choose the home team for
two reasons; 1. Home team, 2.
George Wallace.
Ohio State, 31-Northwestern, 7:
The Buckeyes are Rose Bowl
bound. After Purdue\ only one
more player stands in State's
wa*'--O.J.
/ J I . U . , 24-Rlce, 3: S.M.U. has
Sidy fallen to Ohio State. Rico is
winless, Watch S.M.U.'s flanker,
Jerry Levies' cash hands,
Rochester, 7-Amherst, 6: This
is another game that could go
either way. Amherst is playing at
home, so label the game an upset.
Stanford, 13-Washington, State;
0: After the Indians' near upset
over O.J., their momentum has not
been halted. After all, they almost
made it to the Rose Bowl.
Nebraska, 28-Missouri,. 10; Last'
week, the Cornhuskers were upset, and Missouri was a victor.
Reverse these charges and give
Nebraska's governor a new seat.
Harvard, 14-CorneU, 10; Penn.
upset Cornell last week, but that
will not alter the fact that this
game is tops in the Ivy League
for this week. The Crimson will
run into a fantastic Cornell defensive unit centered around linebacker Doug Kleiber. Fortunately,
Harvard is playing at Soldiers
Field.
' '. ..
Purdue, 43-Wake Forest; 10:
Purdue will not lose again this
season.
Miami, 3KV.M.I. 3: Sorry, but
nothing excites me anymore.
Johns Hopkins, 14-Haverford, 7:
Batzell just can't keep the Quakers moving.

One Day Service
For infoniiatiori"about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment.

Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Expert Tailoring

THE EQUITABLE
The'••Equitable Life.Assuwnee Society of the United States
1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer, il/F

0 Equitable 1968

Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

THE STANDINGS
Mr. Titus
22-for 30
Correct—.733
Mr, Khoury
13-for 20

correct .650
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Miller, Datii Win Tufts Squeakers
Bantams Win
On Kiarsis9
Aerial Bomb

Kickers Rally
To 3-1 Victory

by Judd Freeman

Expecting a wide-open contest,
Trinity survived a rugged Tufts
Jumbo contingent to pull out a
7-3 success last Saturday. Six',
thousand Homecoming fans jammed the Oval in Medford, Mass, to
watch their revitalized eleven, the
possessors of a 2-0 record, become the second undefeated team
to crumble before the Hilltoppers,
2-1.
The Bantams thereby concluded
its series with Tufts with four consecutive victories and a 15-11-1
edge.
The Jumbos wasted little time
proving they could mo.ve the pigskin. Featuring Pete Cohen's passing to all-New England end Rich
Giachetti for 12 and 9 yards.
Tufts marched swiftly down the

Clap, Clap
Football's longest collegiate losing
streak-Coast Guard with 22
straight-finally ended Saturday
as the Coasties eked out a 26-23
Homecoming victory over a
stunned and terribly embarrassed
Wesleyan. New London's
traditional victory bell had not
been rung for so long (Oct. 1965),
that the celebrating cadets had no
idea where to look for the
clapper.
field toward the Bantam goal following the. kickoff. The Trinity defense stiffened at the 11,' and a
Ken Rubenstein (West Hartford)
field goal was wide.
On the field trotted the highpowered offense bent on curshing
a respected Jumbo defense. But
three plays produced only frustration. Mike James iofted^a^7yard punt which Jim Eacott r e v
turned to the Trinity .48.
Cohen again found Giachetti
eluding blue-and-gold defenders.
Two passes netted 28 yards and a
first down at the Hilltopper 20.
^omore halfback John Dember
slipped to the seven. Upset by
these reversals the Bantams set
themselves for another pressure
series. Fortunately, Cohen could,
not hit his receivers, bringing
Rubenstein off the bench for a 25

UP, UP, AND AWAY-Goalie Boh Loeb (center) comes out of the net to deflect a Tufts' shot on goal while
Manny Martins (10) and captain Roger Richard look on. Loeb injured his shoulder in the contest but he
(Sample Photo)
should be ready to play today.
Enter senior Ted Parrack and
Trinity's first field goal try of
the year, from 43 yards. A sign
of relief rose from the Jumbo
partisans as the ball barely settled
under the crossbar.
Another Trinity foray ended 23
yards from fruition after a Jack
Flaherty interception. Reaching
the nine, Ken Rosenthal arid Sam
Bryant, outstanding Jumbo defenders during the course of the "war,
dropped Bernardoni on two skirmishes to push the Bantams back
from scoring territory.
Tufts stormed out from the break
determined to regain the momentum they had early In the game. The
Hilltoppers managed two meager
s yards before yieldingthe ball to the
Jumbos on their 47. Cohen directed
his unit to the Bantam eight by hitting Steve Cary and Pete P a s . ciucco. Employing the tactful
blocking of Lance Johnson, he found
Giachetti at the two after a loss on
the previous play.
Then everything changed. Sophomore fullback Jim Luiselli fumbled 'the ball as the blue-and-gold
front four charged in. PeteMeacham pounced on the loose pigskin in
the endzone to deprive Tufts of a
possible 10-0 margin.
Starting on the 20, Kiarsis ran
for 10 yards. Sophomore fullback
Jim Graves, substituting for a
dizzy Jim Tully, grabbed 12 to mid-

Dave Kiarsis' halfback-option pass
accounted f o r the winning
touchdown against Tufts. Kiarsis
has thrown four passes this season
and completed them all.
,.

:

'

(Hatch Plioto)

yard field goal effort.- This time
the Klngswood School graduate
split the uprights for a 3-0 lead
at 8:15 of the initial quarter.
Trin had shown a tough defense
but a sluggish attack as Tufts had
run 20 plays to only three for the
Bantams. A tired crew retired
to hopefully witness a. blue-andgold drive. Retaining possessior
of the leather after a holding penalty on fourth down, Trinity moved
with customary ease under the
able leadership of Jay Bernardoni.
Tuits finally halted the advance at
their 26 when the junior signal
caller failed to connect with end
Ron Martin.

Cub Gridders Stop Union
Tom Birmingham sparked the
freshman football squad to victory, last Friday, scoring all four
touchdowns as Coach Moonves1
squad rolled over the Union freshmen, 28-13. Since the Trinity frosh didn't
have the benefit of an outside
scrimmage this year/they were,
understandably shaky at the outset. Union received the opening
kick-off and, in eight plays had
, connected on a short pass to score.
. The kick was good, and the score

Springfield
Booters Nip
Frosh 3-1
The frosh soccer team lost a
tough one Friday at Springfield,
a 3-1 decision to the undefeated
Chiefs. The loss evens the freshman record at 1-1 following the
team's opening.win last week over
MIT..

•

Coach Robie Shults felt the final
score was not a true indication of
field.
• • • . . , '
the caliber of the contest played.
Bernardoni then pitched the ball Springfield's first score came on
to Kiarsis on an apparent sweep a good deal of confusion following a
right. The speedy halfback spiraled corner kick in front of Trin's goal,
a pass to the uncovered Martin. The and. following this tally, the Hill6'3" all New England end had to toppers were forced to alter their
stretch out to reach-the ball a s it game strategy. "We had to move
neared the turf, somewhat short of one defensive , man up to offense
its mark. Clutching the pigskin at following Springfield's thirdperiod
His shoe tops, he fell at the 10. goal, thus leaving our defense
Following a six yard run by Kiar- vulnerable."
sis, the Suffield Academy graudate
This plan did begin to payoff for
repeated the option pass to Martin Trinity, as Pete Robinson tallied
in the fourth period to even the
(Continued on Page 6)
count. But Shults' defense lost its
momentum in this offensive drive
as the host Chiefs scored twice
in the final period to emerge the
TRINITY
TUFTS
3-1 victor.
20
•first" downs
15
1S6
Shults commented further on the
net yds. rush.
104
25/12
passes att ./com. 33/14
contest as he felt both teams were
135
J25
yds. passing
extremely evenly matched, espe1
O
Passes inter, by
cially in.the first halt "Of course,
1
1
fumbles lost
7/35.4
punt. avg.
5/44.0
we were disappointed, as Spring40
yds. penalized
30
field was a good team and Trinity
played very well. It was an even
contest until Springfield was forRushing Leaders:
tunate enough to get the first goal
Kiarsls-23 carries for>130 yards,
and force Trinity into an offensive
camas for 130 yeaas.
game."
Tully-10 carries for 64 yards.
Passing:
The frosh will, be out for its
Bernardoni-10/23 for 92 yards
second win of the young season
on Friday when they meet the WilReceiving Leader:
Martln-7for 108 yards.
liams freshmen at Williamstown.

was 7-0 with less than five minutes gone.
'In the second quarter the Trinity defense held, and its offense
started moving. The running- and
passing both started to click, as
Birmingham scored three times;
on two option, pitches from Quarterback Bill Foster, and on a
fifteen yard screen pass. Kicker
Quentin Kieth added all three extra points. At the half the score
was Trinity 21, Union 7.
Union tried to come back in-"the
third quarter a'hd put in a new
quarterback who had a better arm.
After several painful penalties
against Trinity, Union scored on
a pass but couldn't cross the goal
line on the two point attempt. The
third quarter score was Trinity
21, Union 13. *
.
Birmingham, from Chelsea,
Mass, scored once more in the
fourth quarter on a two yard
plunge, after a long drive by the
Bantam offense. Keith again kicked
the PAT to make the score 28-13.
The defense thwarted any further
attempts by Union to, score.
Other outstanding players for
Trinity were Bob Ellis, Jeff Kupperman and Jack Barthwell, all
of whom played brutal defense.
KleU, J s o good, with Kieth
juoi missing a 52 yard field goal
by the slimmest of margins. Birmingham did the punting.
The next Freshman game will be
Friday, here against Springfield at
3:15.

A fourth period charge sparked
the Trinity soccer team to their
second victory of the season,
a come-from-behind affair, over
Tufts here last Saturday, 3-1.
The Bantam booters seek their •
third straight today as they are at •
Amherset to battle UMass. Last
year Roy Dath's squad topped the
R'edmen 3-1.
The first three quarters of the
Tufts game produced a largely defensive sturggle. Trinity goalie
Bob Loeb was credited with five
saves in the first half.
Tufts' Jim Abbot prevented the
game from being a scoreless deadlock" however, as he scored halfway through the first period,
Abbot's goal fired the Jumbos as
they repeatedly held off Trinity
assaults.
The Bantam attack finally got
rolling in the fourth period, as
Marty Williams scored twice and
Alan Gibby once to provide the
margin of victory.
The triumph may have been a
costly one, however. Loeb suffered
a strained shoulder in.the fourth
quarter and was replaced by Larry
McClure. Loeb should be ready for
today's game, however. Still ques-'
tionable a r e Manny Marlins and
Chico Roumainj both With le"g .Injuries, ftoumairi aid hot see any
action ill the gattiBi $Hlle Martins
suffered his knee "injury and was
replaced briefly by Dan Seltzer.
Martins reentered the game in the
second, half, however.
The tying goal scored by Williams was set up brilliantly by
the Trin attack. Dave Beatty dribbled the ball downfield and passed
to Abi Haji, who drilled the shot
toward the goal, but the Jumbo
goalie deflected it. Unfortunately
for Tufts, the deflection went right
to Williams, who tied the contest
with 20 minutes to go,
-Ten minutes laler, Gi.bbyscored
what proved to be the winning tally,
He took a pass from Wiljiamg afld
flew it over the outstretchecfajPlSi
of the Jumbo goalie.
The final goal was scored on a
brilliant Beatty pass right dqwn
the""middle of the field to the awaiting Marty Williams, who pumpgd
it in.
._. , > • " ,.
"That's what we werelrying to
do all along, "explained coach Dath.
"We wanted to get the ball to Marty
in the center."
The Bantam defense continued
its superb team play. Fullbacks
Mike
Beautyman and Roger
Richard and halfback Buzz McCord
did a particularly fine job in containing the Jumbo offense.
The two sophomore replacements, McClue and Seltzer showed the depth Dath can call upon.
McClure made two fine saves,
while Seltzer helped keep the
Jumbo attack stalled at midfleld.

the facts,..

AT LAST-After three periods without a goal. Trinity got on the
Scoreboard on a Marty Williams (9) shot. Williams receives
congratulations from Abi Haji and Alan Gibby (8), while the Tufts
goalie dejectedly picks up the game-tyinq ball
(Sample-Photo).

